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Data Management Best Practices and Lessons Learned – Facilitated Workshop
CLTC offers a Facilitated Workshop that will enable your organization to make firm and effective decisions
about the best data management strategies for your geotechnical data. Workshop facilitators bring
extensive global experience with data management at independents, majors, and national oil companies.
The target participants are geotechnical end-users, data management professionals, and IT staff. The
workshop employs customized information gathering techniques, industry standard metrics, trademarked
analysis methods, and proven data sorting methodologies.
Deliverables from the workshop can include:
-

Documented dataflows for preselected data streams and types
Placement of the organization on the industry standard Data Management Maturity Model
Analysis of the financial impact of key data management challenges
Computation of a complexity metric to track your organization’s progress
Identification of critical bottlenecks in your current data flows
Selection of data quality dimensions relevant to data types
Recommendations for “quick win” projects to increase efficiency
Analysis of the change trajectory of your relationship with technology providers

This is not just another class where participants will learn what is “wrong” with their data, or a presentation
covering the same things that the industry has been saying about data management for decades. This is a
participatory exercise to enable your organization to select and solve some key data management
problems that are impacting your bottom line today. As you already know, data management is hard work,
requires people and processes as well as technology, and isn’t glamorous, but it HAS to be done. Let us
help you get started!
Our workshop facilitators are licensed and professional geoscientists, and registered Project Management
Practitioners with hands-on success in information technologies. The workshop can be conducted on or
offsite, and tailored to your timeframe and number of participants.
Contact CLTC for a proposal for your organization.

